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I. Introduction

Set forth below are two types of materials for the consideration of the Advisory

Committee. First, there are recommendations from the Discovery Subcommittee, proposing for

publication and comment amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to address certain

unique features about the disclosure and discovery of electronically stored information (so-called

"electronic discovery") in civil litigation, and the related issue of inadvertent privilege waiver

(forfeiture) in the context of voluminous responses to discovery requests. These

recommendations include proposed rule language and proposed Committee Notes to accompany

the rule changes.

Also set forth below are other proposals as to which there is no consensus on the

Subcommittee for publication. The Subcommittee is bringing these proposals before the full

Advisory Committee for its consideration and decision whether any should be published for

comment. In addition, where the Subcommittee is submitting alternative versions of rule

language for consideration, the Advisory Committee will be asked to decide whether all, or

some, or one, or none, of the alternatives should be published. As to these proposals, the

memorandum attempts to outline the issues that appear to bear on these alternatives instead of

proposing a draft Committee Note. In at least one instance where there is disagreement about

whether rule-making should be pursued, the memorandum attempts to summarize the different

views.

The Subcommittee's proposals can be approached in a number of different ways; it may

be most helpful to group them into five categories, as follows:
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1.  Proposals to require the parties to meet and confer about electronically stored information and

disclosure of privileged information.

• The Subcommittee recommends amendments to Rule 26(f), Form 35 and Rule

16(b) that would direct the parties to address early in the litigation issues relative

to the disclosure and discovery of electronically stored information and how the

parties will handle the inadvertent disclosure of privileged information, and would

permit the court to include any such agreement in its pretrial order.  There is a

consensus within the Subcommittee in support of this proposal. (Part II)

2.  Proposals to define and apply electronically stored information and address the form of

production of such information.

• The Subcommittee recommends for publication amendments to Rule 34(a) that

would add the term “electronically stored information“ to the rule, and discussion

of  this change in the Committee Note.  This term would be used to refer to this

subject throughout the civil rules.  Some consideration was given to the term,

“digital data” as a perhaps more precise alternative, but it was rejected as

potentially confusing to some and therefore unhelpful (Part III).

• The Subcommittee recommends for publication a small amendment to Rule 33(d)

and language in the Committee Note to make clear that this provision applies to

electronic data; an earlier proposal to add a new Rule 33(e) has been dropped

(Part IV).

• The Subcommittee recommends for publication amendments to Rule 34(b) to

permit a requesting party to specify the form in which electronically stored

information must be produced; to permit a responding party to choose a form of

production between two options if none is specified; and to provide that

production need be made only in one form unless the parties agree or the court

orders otherwise, together with a corresponding Committee Note (Part V).
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     1 Some of the specific language presented herein for Rule 45 has not previously been before
the Subcommittee, although the Subcommittee has addressed the need for such changes.  

• The Subcommittee recommends for publication amendments to Rule 45 to

conform this rule to the amendments being proposed in the other discovery rules,

particularly Rule 34 (Part VI).1

3.  Alternative proposals regarding a “safe harbor” against sanctions for certain data destruction

policies.        

• The Subcommittee recommends for publication a so-called “safe harbor”

provision that would be added to Rule 37 to address the specific and unique

concerns presented by automatic computer data destruction systems that operate

as part of routine document retention and destruction programs, and offers

alternative versions of possible rule language, with explanatory Commentary. 

This provision would provide protection against sanctions under these rules for

the operation of such programs, except in specified circumstances (Part VII).

4.  Alternative proposals regarding a “two tier” approach to discovery of certain electronically

stored information.    

• The Subcommittee is forwarding to the Advisory Committee for its consideration

various alternative proposals that would amend either Rule 26(b) or Rule 34(a) to

require a party to obtain a court order before it can obtain electronically stored

information from a responding party (or person under Rule 45) that is not easily

accessible or routinely accessed or maintained by the responding party or person

in the usual course of its regularly conducted activities.  (Part VIII)

5. Additional proposals to address privilege waiver/forfeiture issues. 

• In addition to addressing privilege waiver concerns in the “meet and confer”

provisions of Rule 26(f), Form 35 and Rule 16(b), the Subcommittee also

recommends the following additional proposals on this subject:  Publishing for

comment a proposed amendment to Rule 26(b)(5) that would permit a party (or

person under Rule 45) to take back a document or information it had produced in
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discovery if it subsequently determines within a reasonable time that such

document is privileged; and having the Civil Rules Advisory Committee present

to and discuss with the Evidence Rules Advisory Committee additional rule

language in order for the Committees to jointly determine how best to address

more substantive privilege waiver or forfeiture  concerns through the applicable

rule-making process.  (Part IX)

As you know, the Subcommittee has been studying discovery of electronically stored

information for over five years, and within the past year has focused a significant amount of time

and resources on this subject.  It may be helpful to briefly review this work, as it suggests the

extent to which these proposals and these issues have been considered by the Subcommittee.  On

September 5, 2003, the Subcommittee met in Washington, DC, to discuss the overall issue of

electronic discovery in the context of specific rule-making proposals that were developed through

our outreach to the profession in 2002.  The results of that meeting were presented to the

Advisory Committee at its meeting in Sacramento on October 2, 2003.  Also at that meeting, the

Subcommittee announced its plans to host a major conference on electronic discovery early in

2004.  On February 20 and 21, 2004, the Subcommittee did host a major conference on electronic

discovery at Fordham Law School in New York City.  Judges and scholars, and lawyers

representing widely differing views in the electronic discovery debate, were invited to discuss the

multiple issues surrounding our effort to address through the rule-making process concerns

presented by electronic discovery in civil litigation.  The conference attracted almost 200

attendees.  It provided us with extremely useful feedback and ideas.  The Subcommittee then met

by conference call on February 25 to discuss what we had learned at the Fordham conference,

and to refine the proposals we were considering.  Then, on March 22 the Subcommittee held

another all day meeting in Washington to discuss proposed final drafts of its recommendations. 

This meeting was followed by another conference call on March 31 to complete this review. 

Thus, the proposals that come before you are the result of a long and careful  process in which

the Subcommittee has considered various alternatives, different perspectives and many ideas.

The problems of privilege waiver have been on the Subcommittee's agenda since before

attention was drawn to discovery of electronically stored information.  In the past, however,

satisfactory specific solutions have not emerged.

Of course, the threshold inquiry remains whether to propose any rule changes at all.  As

in the past, publishing possible rule amendments for comment helps the committee determine
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     2 E.g., New York State Bar Assn., “Does Discovery of Electronic Information Require
Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure?,” (Feb. 22, 2001).  

     3 Texas Rules of Civil Procedure § 196.4; Mississippi Supreme Court Order 13,
amending Rule 26 of the Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure and its Comment (May 29, 2003).  
  

     4   Local Rule 26.1, E.D. Ark.; Local Rule 26.1, W.D. Ark.; Local Rule 26.1, D. N.J.;
Local Rule 26.1 & Appendix D, D. Wyoming. 

what the answer to that question should be.  Some thoughtful lawyers have argued against

amending the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to address civil discovery issues raised by the

ubiquity of electronically stored information in today’s world.2  The Subcommittee has

considered these views, and also has considered alternative suggestions that rule changes would

be appropriate and are necessary to assist the courts and the bar in addressing this difficult

subject.  In fact, two states already have amended their civil rules to include provisions for

electronic discovery,3 and four United States district courts have amended their local court rules

to include such provisions.4  As a result of its consideration of various views, the Subcommittee

recommends publishing specific proposals for comment and response from the bench and bar.  

Among those who urged amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, there were

differences as to the breadth and scope of the rule changes proposed.  Some commentators have

suggested that dramatic changes to the discovery rules are necessary; others, that minimal

changes are all that is required.  The Subcommittee does recognize, of course, that not all

changes that might improve the conduct of civil litigation in the federal courts can or should be

made through amendments to the rules of civil procedure.  But where rule changes are

appropriate, they should be proposed.  The recommendations and proposals set forth below are

made in the light of this recognition.
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II. Early Discussion of Electronic Discovery Issues -- Rules 26(f), Form 35, and Rule

16(b)

Set forth below are recommended amendments to Rule 26(f), Form 35, and Rule 16(b), in

that order, together with proposed Committee Notes.

Rule 26.  Duty to Disclose;1

General Provisions Governing Discovery2

3

* * *4

5

(f) Conference of the Parties; Planning for Discovery.6

7

(1) Conference Timing.  Except in categories of proceedings exempted from initial8

disclosure under Rule 26(a)(1)(B) or when otherwise ordered, the parties must9

hold a conference as soon as practicable -- and in any event at least 21 days before10

a scheduling conference is held or a scheduling order is due under Rule 16(b).11

12

(2) Conference Content; Parties' Responsibilities.  In conferring, the parties must13

consider the nature and basis of their claims and defenses and the possibilities for14

a prompt settlement or resolution of the case; make or arrange for the disclosures15

required by Rule 26(a)(1); discuss preservation of evidence; and develop a16

proposed discovery plan.  The attorneys of record and all unrepresented parties17

that have appeared in the case are jointly responsible for arranging the conference,18

for attempting in good faith to agree on the proposed discovery plan, and for19

submitting to the court within 14 days after the conference a written report20

outlining the plan.  The court may order the parties or attorneys to attend the21

conference in person.22

23

(3) Discovery Plan.  A discovery plan must state the parties' views and proposals on:24

25

(A) what changes should be made in the timing, form, or requirement for26

disclosures under Rule 26(a)(1), including a statement of when initial27

disclosures were made or will be made;28
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     5  Whether this bracketed word should remain could be debated, but it does seem that
inadvertent production is the issue that has caused concern among those reporting to the
Subcommittee.  There might be more difficulties in protecting purposeful revelation of privileged
materials followed by an assertion of privilege.

     6  Earlier versions of this provision included disclosure as well as production, but that has
been removed.  Disclosure is limited to materials that a party may use to support its case.  If it
does so, it waives the privilege, so it seems odd to protect items disclosed.  Moreover, we have
not been told the burden that results from broad discovery, and the need to review voluminous
materials, also is true of disclosure, either under Rule 26(a)(1) or (a)(3).

(B) the subjects on which discovery may be needed, when discovery should be29

completed, and whether discovery should be conducted in phases or be30

limited to or focused on particular issues;31

32

(C) any issues relating to disclosure or discovery of electronically stored33

information including the form of production; 34

35

(D) whether the court should enter an order that facilitates discovery by36

protecting the right to assert privilege after [inadvertent]5 production6 of37

privileged information; and38

39

(EC) what changes should be made in the limitations on discovery imposed40

under these rules or by local rule, and what other limitations should be41

imposed; and42

43

(FD) any other orders that should be entered by the court under Rule 26(c) or44

under Rule 16(b) and (c).45

46

Committee Note47

48

The Committee has repeatedly been told that problems associated with discovery of49

various types of information generated by or stored on computers need attention in the rules. 50

Among other things, electronically stored information is distinctive in its volume.  See Manual51

for Complex Litigation (4th) § 11.446 (describing the "sheer volume" of such information). 52

Electronic data may exist in dynamic databases that do not correspond readily to hard-copy53

documents traditionally subject to discovery.  Even the ordinary operation of computers --54
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including the simple act of turning a computer on -- can alter or destroy such information, and55

computer systems often automatically discard or overwrite some data based on the date of56

creation.  Similarly, computers often automatically create information the operator may not57

realize is being created, and that has no direct counterpart in hard-copy documents. 58

Electronically stored information may be "deleted," yet continue to exist, but in forms difficult to59

locate, retrieve, or search.  Together, these and other distinctive features of electronically stored60

information justify specific attention in the rules.61

62

Rule 34(a) is amended to confirm that electronically stored information is subject to63

discovery.  Its broad definition of electronically stored information should be applied at other64

points in the Rules where the expression is used, such as in Rule 26(f)(3)((C).  Rule 33(d) is65

similarly amended to show that the option to produce business records includes electronically66

stored information.  Rule 45 is amended to make clear that electronically stored information may67

also be obtained by subpoena.  Although courts have generally not had difficulty concluding that68

electronically stored information is properly a subject of discovery, these changes make the rule69

language consistent with the practice.70

71

Other amendments address specific aspects of discovery of electronically stored72

information.  Thus, Rule 34(b) is amended to authorize a party to specify the form in which73

electronically stored information should be produced and to authorize the responding party to74

object to that request.  [Rule 37(h) is added to address sanctions requests in instances in which75

electronic data have become unavailable.]  [Revisit when the identity of the rules in the76

package becomes clear.]77

78

Subdivision (f).  Early attention to managing discovery of electronically stored79

information can be important.  Rule 26(f)(3) is amended to direct the parties to discuss these80

subjects during their discovery-planning conference.  See Manual for Complex Litigation (4th) §81

11.446 ("The judge should encourage the parties to discuss the scope of proposed computer-82

based discovery early in the case").  The rule focuses on "issues related to disclosure or discovery83

of electronically stored information"; the discussion is not required in cases not involving84

electronic discovery, and the amendment imposes no additional requirements in those cases. 85

When the parties do anticipate disclosure or discovery of electronically stored information,86

addressing the issues at the outset should often avoid problems that might otherwise arise later in87

the litigation, when they are more difficult to resolve.88
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When a case involves discovery of electronically stored information, the issues to be89

addressed during the Rule 26(f) conference depend on the nature and extent of the contemplated90

discovery and of the parties' information systems.  It may be important for the parties to discuss91

those systems, and accordingly important for counsel to become familiar with those systems92

before the conference.  With that information, the parties can develop a discovery plan in light of93

the actual capabilities of their computer systems.  In appropriate cases identification of, and early94

discovery from, individuals with special knowledge of a party's computer systems may be95

helpful.96

97

The particular issues regarding electronically stored information that deserve attention98

during the discovery planning stage depend on the specifics of the given case.  See Manual for99

Complex Litigation (4th) § 40.25(2) (listing topics for discussion in a proposed order regarding100

meet-and-confer sessions).  For example, the parties may specify the topics for such discovery101

and the period for which discovery may be sought.  They may identify the various sources of102

such information within a party's control that should be searched for electronically stored103

information.  They may discuss whether the information is readily accessible by the party that has104

it; whether the burden or cost of retrieving and reviewing the information is justified; and105

whether cost allocation is appropriate.  The form or forms in which a party keeps such106

information also may be considered, as well as the forms in which it might be produced for107

review by other parties.  "Early agreement between the parties regarding the forms of production108

will help eliminate waste and duplication."  Manual for Complex Litigation (4th) § 11.446.  Even109

if there is no agreement, discussion of this topic may prove useful.  Rule 34(b)(1)(B) is amended110

to permit a party to specify the form in which it wants electronically stored information111

produced.  An informed request is more likely to avoid difficulties than one made without112

adequate information.113

114

Form 35 is also amended to add the parties' proposals regarding disclosure or discovery of115

electronically stored information to the list of topics to be included in the parties' report to the116

court, thus enabling the court to address the topic in its Rule 16(b) order.  Provision for any117

aspects of disclosing or discovering electronically stored information that are suitable for118

discussion under Rule 26(f) may be included in the report to the court.  Any that call for court119

action, such as the extent of the search for information, directions on evidence preservation, or120

cost allocation, should be included.121

122
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Rule 26(f)(2) is amended to direct the parties to discuss preservation of evidence during123

their conference as they develop a discovery plan.  The volume and dynamic nature of124

electronically stored information may complicate preservation obligations.  The ordinary125

operation of computers involves both the automatic creation and the automatic deletion or126

overwriting of certain information.  Complete cessation of that activity could paralyze a party's127

operations.  Cf. Manual for Complex Litigation (4th) § 11.422 ("A blanket preservation order128

may be prohibitively expensive and unduly burdensome for parties dependent on computer129

systems for their day-to-day operations.")  The parties' discussion should aim toward specific130

provisions, balancing the need to preserve relevant evidence with the need to continue routine131

activities critical to ongoing business.  Cessation of ordinary operation of disaster-recovery132

systems, in particular, may rarely be warranted.  [Rule 37(f) is added to recognize that loss of133

possible evidence due to the routine operation of an electronic information system is ordinarily134

not subject to sanctions.]  Delete if this provision does not go forward.  Failure to attend to135

these issues early in the litigation increases uncertainty and raises a risk of later unproductive136

controversy.  Although these issues have great importance with regard to electronically stored137

information, they are also important with hard copy and real evidence.  Accordingly, the rule138

change should prompt discussion about preservation of all evidence, not just electronically stored139

information.140

141

Rule 26(f)(3) is also amended to direct the parties to consider asking the court to enter a142

case-management order facilitating discovery by protecting against privilege waiver.  The143

Committee has repeatedly been advised about the discovery difficulties that can result from144

efforts to guard against waiver of privilege.  Frequently parties find it necessary to spend large145

amounts of time reviewing materials requested through discovery to avoid waiving privilege. 146

These efforts are necessary because materials subject to a claim of privilege are often difficult to147

identify, and failure to withhold even one such item may result in waiver of privilege as to all148

other privileged materials on that subject matter.  Not only may this effort impose substantial149

costs on the party producing the material, but the time required for the privilege review can150

substantially delay access for the party seeking discovery.151

152

These problems can become more acute when discovery of electronically stored153

information is sought.  The volume of such data, and the informality that attends use of e-mail154

and some other types of electronically stored information, may make it particularly difficult to155

determine whether it is covered by a privilege.  In addition, some information associated with156
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operation of computers poses particular difficulties for privilege review.  For example,157

production may be sought of information automatically included in electronic document files but158

not apparent to the creator of the document or to readers.  Computer programs may retain draft159

language, editorial comments, and other deleted matter (sometimes referred to as "embedded160

data" or "embedded edits") in an electronic document file but not make them apparent to the161

reader.  Other data describe the history, tracking, or management of an electronic document162

(sometimes called "metadata"), and are not apparent to the reader.  One of the topics to be163

discussed during the Rule 26(f) conference is whether this information should be produced.  If it164

is, it may need to be reviewed to ensure that no privileged information is included, further165

complicating the task of privilege review.166

167

The Manual for Complex Litigation notes these difficulties:168

169

A responding party's screening of vast quantities of unorganized computer data for170

privilege prior to production can be particularly onerous in those jurisdictions in which171

inadvertent production of privileged data may constitute a waiver of privilege as to a172

particular item of information, items related to the relevant issue, or the entire data173

collection.  Fear of the consequences of inadvertent waiver may add cost and delay to the174

discovery process for all parties.  Thus, judges often encourage counsel to stipulate to a175

"nonwaiver" agreement, which they can adopt as a case-management order.  Such176

agreements protect responding parties from the most dire consequences of inadvertent177

waiver by allowing them to "take back" inadvertently produced privileged materials if178

discovered within a reasonable period, perhaps thirty days from production.179

180

Manual for Complex Litigation (4th) § 11.446.181

182

Parties may sometimes minimize these costs and delays by agreeing to protocols that183

minimize the risk of waiver.  They may agree that the responding party will provide requested184

materials for initial examination without waiving any privilege -- sometimes known as a "quick185

peek."  The requesting party then designates the documents it wishes to have actually produced. 186

This designation is the Rule 34 request.  The responding party then responds in the usual course,187

screening only those documents actually requested for formal production and asserting privilege188

claims as provided in Rule 26(b)(5).  On other occasions, parties enter agreements -- sometimes189

called "clawback agreements" -- that production without intent to waive privilege should not be a190

waiver so long as the producing party identifies the documents mistakenly produced, and that the191
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documents should be returned under those circumstances.  Other arrangements may be192

appropriate depending on the circumstances of each litigation, which  will guide the choice193

among various forms of agreement.194

195

As noted in the Manual for Complex Litigation, these agreements can facilitate prompt196

and economical discovery by reducing delay before the discovering party obtains access to197

documents, and reducing the cost and burden of review by the producing party.  As the Manual198

also notes, a case-management order implementing such agreements can further facilitate the199

discovery process.  For that reason, Form 35 is amended to include a report to the court about any200

agreement regarding protections against inadvertent privilege forfeiture or waiver that the parties201

have reached, and Rule 16(b) is amended to emphasize the court's entry of an order recognizing202

and implementing such an agreement as a case-management order.  The amendments incorporate203

both the agreement of the parties and the entry of a court order based on the parties' agreement. 204

If the parties agree on such an order, it should be included in the report to the court.205

206

[Rule 26(b)(5)(B) is added to provide an additional protection against inadvertent207

privilege waiver by establishing a procedure for assertion of privilege after such production,208

leaving the question of waiver to later determination by the court if production is still sought.] 209

Inclusion of this paragraph depends on whether the Rule 26(b)(5)(B) proposal is adopted.210

211

212

Form 35. Report of Parties' Planning Meeting213

214

* * *215

216

3.  Discovery Plan.  The parties jointly propose to the court the following discovery plan: 217

[Use separate paragraphs or subparagraphs as necessary if parties disagree.]218

219

Discovery will be needed on the following subjects: _______ (brief description of220

subjects on which discovery will be needed)_______221

222

Disclosure or discovery of electronically stored information should be handled as follows:223

_______(brief description of parties' proposals) _______224

225
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     7  It has been suggested that adding discovery of electronically stored information and
privilege waiver agreements to Rule 16(b) might not be appropriate because the heading
indicates that the rule is only about scheduling.  This restoration of the title presently used for
Rule 16(b) reflects the reality that the amendments add matters that go beyond pure scheduling. 
That could also be said of other topics already in Rule 16(b), such as the extent of discovery, that
are permitted topics for the order.  Because the Rule 26(f) conference and Form 35 report are
focused on Rule 16(b), it seems best to leave the provision in Rule 16(b).

A privilege protection order is needed, as follows:  (brief description of provisions of226

proposed order)227

228

All discovery commenced in time to be competed by _______(date)_______.  [Discovery229

on _____(issue for early discovery)_______to be completed by230

_______(date)_______.]231

232

* * *233

234

Rule 16.  Pretrial Conferences; Scheduling; Management235

236

* * *237

238

(b) Scheduling and Planning.7239

240

241

(1) Scheduling Order.  Except in categories of actions exempted by local rule as242

inappropriate, the district judge -- or a magistrate judge when authorized by local243

rule--must issue a scheduling order:244

245

(A) after receiving the parties' report under Rule 26(f); or246

247

(B) after consulting with the parties' attorneys and any unrepresented parties at248

a scheduling conference or by telephone, mail , or other suitable means.249

250

(2) Time to Issue.  The judge must issue the scheduling order as soon as practicable,251

but in any event within 120 days after any defendant has been served with the252

complaint and within 90 days after any defendant has appeared.253
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(3) Contents of the Order.254

255

(A) Required Contents.  The scheduling order must limit the time to join other256

parties, amend the pleadings, complete discovery, and file motions.257

258

(B) Permitted Contents.  The scheduling order may:259

260

(i) modify the timing of disclosures under Rules 26(a) and261

26(e)(1);262

263

(ii) modify the extent of discovery;264

265

(iii) provide for disclosure or discovery of electronically stored266

information;267

268

(iv) provide for protection against waiver of privilege;269

270

(viii) set dates for other conferences and for trial; and271

272

(viiv) include other appropriate matters.273

274

(4) Modifying Schedule.  A schedule may be modified only for good cause and by275

leave of the district judge or, when authorized by local rule, of a magistrate judge.276

277

Committee Note278

279

Rule 26(f)(3) is amended to direct the parties to discuss discovery of electronically stored280

information if such discovery is contemplated in the action.  Form 35 is amended to call for a281

report to the court about the results of this discussion.  The amendment to Rule 16(b) is designed282

to alert the court to the possible need to address the handling of discovery of electronically stored283

information early in the litigation if such discovery is expected to occur.  In many instances, the284

court's involvement early in the litigation will help avoid difficulties that might otherwise arise285

later.286

287
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Rule 26(f)(3) has also been amended to add consideration of possible provisions to288

facilitate discovery by minimizing the risk of waiver of privilege.  The parties may agree to289

various arrangements.  For example, they may agree to initial provision of requested materials290

without waiver of privileges to enable the party seeking production to designate the materials291

desired for actual production, with the privilege review of those materials to follow. 292

Alternatively, they may agree that if privileged information is produced the producing party may293

by timely notice assert the privilege and obtain return of the materials.  Other arrangements are294

possible.  A case-management order to effectuate such arrangements may be helpful in avoiding295

delay and excessive cost in discovery.  See Manual for Complex Litigation (4th) § 11.446.  Rule296

16(b)(3)(B)(iv) recognizes the propriety of including such directives in the court's case297

management order.  Court adoption of the chosen procedure by order advances enforcement of298

the agreement between the parties and adds protection against nonparty assertions that privilege299

has been waived by inadvertent production.300
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     8  During the Style Project, the question arose whether testing and sampling should be
available with regard to all materials discoverable under Rule 34, and not just property or things,
as appeared under the current rule.  Although it was thought that this change should not suitably
be considered nonsubstantive, and therefore not appropriate under the Style Project, it can be
included in this set of substantive amendments.  Because it may be of considerable importance in
some cases involving electronically stored information, it has been included in this package.  As
mentioned in the draft Committee Note, the change is not limited to electronically stored
information, however.

     9  It was thought wise to add this term, in case it might not be captured by the others already in
the rule.

III. Definition of Electronically Stored Information -- Rule 34(a)301

302

Set forth below are recommended amendments to Rule 34(a) and a Committee Note.303

304

Rule 34. Producing Documents, Electronically Stored 305

Information, and Tangible Things, or Entering onto Land,306

for Inspection and Other Purposes307

308

(a) In General.  Any party may serve on any other party a request within the scope of Rule309

26(b):310

311

(1) to produce and permit the requesting party or its representative to inspect, and312

copy, test or sample8 the following items in the responding party's possession,313

custody, or control:314

315

(A) any designated electronically stored information or any designated316

documents, -- including writings, drawings, graphs, charts, photographs,317

sound recordings, images,9 and other data or data compilations in any318

medium, from which information can be obtained either directly or after319

the responding party translates it into a reasonably usable form, or320

321

(B) any tangible things -- and to test or sample these things; or322

323

(2) to permit entry onto designated land or other property possessed or controlled by324

the responding party, so that the requesting party may inspect, measure, survey,325
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photograph, test, or sample the property or any designated object or operation on326

it.327

328

Committee Note329

330

Subdivision (a).  As originally adopted, Rule 34 focused on discovery of "documents"331

and "things."  In 1970, Rule 34(a) was amended to authorize discovery of data compilations in an332

anticipation that the use of computerized information would grow in importance.  Since that333

time, the growth in use of electronically stored information, and in the variety of systems for334

creating and storing such information, has been dramatic.  It is difficult to say that all forms of335

electronically stored information fit within the traditional concept of a "document."  Accordingly,336

Rule 34(a) is amended to acknowledge explicitly the expanded importance and variety of337

electronically stored information subject to discovery, and the title of Rule 34 is modified to338

acknowledge that discovery of electronically stored information stands on equal footing with339

discovery of documents.340

341

The wide variety of computer systems currently in use, and the rapidity of technological342

change, counsel against attempting a limiting or precise definition of electronically stored343

information.  The definition in Rule 34(a)(1)(A) is expansive, including any type of information344

that can be stored electronically.  A common example that is sought through discovery is345

electronic communications, such as e-mail.  A reference to "images" has been added in case those346

might be thought not to be included in the listing already provided.  The reference to "data or347

data compilations" includes any databases currently in use or developed in the future.  The rule348

covers information stored "in any medium," to encompass future developments in computer349

technology.  Rule 34(a)(1)(A) is intended to be broad enough to cover all types of computer-350

based information, and flexible enough to encompass new forms that come into use in the future.351

352

References elsewhere in the rules to "electronically stored information" should be353

understood to invoke this expansive definition.  A companion change is made to Rule 33(d),354

making it explicit that parties choosing to respond to an interrogatory by permitting access to355

responsive records may do so by providing access to electronically stored information.  More356

generally, the definition in Rule 34(a)(1)(A) is invoked in a number of other amendments, such357

as those to Rules 26(f)(3), [list those in this amendment package] 26(b)(5)(B), 34(b) and 37(f). 358
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In each of these rules, electronically stored information has the same broad meaning it has under359

Rule 34(a)(1)((A).360

361

The definition of electronically stored information is broad, but whether material within362

this definition should be produced is a separate question that must be addressed under Rule363

26(b)(2), Rule 26(c), and [cite new rule on burden, if included].364

365

Rule 34(a) is amended to make clear that parties may request an opportunity to test or366

sample materials sought under the rule in addition to inspecting and copying them.  That367

opportunity may be important for both electronically stored information and hard-copy materials. 368

The current rule is not clear that such testing or sampling is authorized; the amendment expressly369

provides that such discovery is permitted.  As with any other form of discovery, issues of burden370

and intrusiveness raised by requests to test or sample can be addressed under Rules 26(b)(2)(B)371

and 26(c).372
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IV. Option to Produce Electronically Stored Information in Response to Interrogatories373

-- Rule 33(d)374

375

Set forth below is a recommended amendment to Rule 33(d) and Committee Note.376

377

Rule 33.  Interrogatories to Parties378

379

* * *380

381

(d) Option to Produce Business Records.  If the answer to an interrogatory may be382

determined by examining, auditing, inspecting, compiling, abstracting, or summarizing a383

party's business records, including electronically stored information, and if the burden of384

deriving or ascertaining the answer will be substantially the same for either party, the385

responding party may answer by:386

387

(1) specifying the records that must be reviewed, in sufficient detail to permit the388

interrogating party to locate and identify them as readily as the responding party389

could; and390

391

(2) giving the interrogating party a reasonable opportunity to examine, audit, and392

inspect the records and to make copies, compilations, abstracts, or summaries.393

394

COMMITTEE NOTE395

396

Rule 33(d) is amended to parallel Rule 34(a) by recognizing the importance of397

electronically stored information.  The term "electronically stored information" has the same398

broad meaning in Rule 33(d) as in Rule 34(a).  Much business information is stored only in399

electronic form; the Rule 33(d) option should be available with respect to such records as well.400

401

Special difficulties may arise in using electronically stored information, either due to its402

format or because it is dependent on a particular computer system.  Rule 33(d) says that a party403

electing to respond to an interrogatory by providing electronically stored information must ensure404

that the interrogating party can use it "as readily as the responding party," and Rule 33(d)(2)405

provides that the responding party must give the interrogating party a reasonable opportunity to406
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examine the information.  Depending on the circumstances of the case, satisfying these407

provisions may require the responding party to provide some combination of technological408

support, information on application software, access to the pertinent computer system, or other409

assistance.  In any case, the key question is whether such support enables the interrogating party410

to use the electronically stored information as readily as the responding party.411
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V.  Form of Production -- Rule 34(b)412

413

Set forth below are recommended amendments to Rule 34(b) and a Committee Note.414

415

Rule 34. Producing Documents, Electronically Stored416

Information, and Tangible Things, or Entering onto Land, 417

for Inspection and Other Purposes418

419

* * *420

421

(b) Procedure.422

423

(1) Form of the Request.  The request must:424

425

(A) Required contents.  The request must describe with reasonable426

particularity each item or category of items to be inspected,; and (B)427

specify a reasonable time, place, and manner for the inspection and for428

performing the related acts.429

430

(B) Form of electronically stored information.  The request may specify the431

form in which electronically stored information is to be produced.432

433

(2) Responses and Objections.434

435

(A) Time to Respond.  The party to whom the request is directed must respond436

in writing within 30 days after being served.  A shorter or longer time may437

be directed by the court or stipulated by the parties under Rule 29.438

439

(B) Responding to Each Item.  For each item or category, the response must440

either state that inspection and related activities will be permitted as441

requested or state an objection to the request, including an objection to the442

requested form for producing electronically stored information, stating the443

reasons.444

445
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     10  The term "in an electronically searchable form" was devised by the Subcommittee, and
technical advice might be sought on whether there is a better term.

(C) Objections.  An objection to part of a request must specify the part and446

permit inspection and related activities with respect to the rest.447

448

(D) Producing the documents or electronically stored information.  Unless the449

parties otherwise agree, or the court otherwise orders,450

451

(i) A party producing documents for inspection must produce them as452

they are kept in the usual course of business or must organize them453

and label them to correspond to the categories in the request.454

455

(ii) If a request for electronically stored information does not specify456

the form of production under Rule 34(b)(1)(B), a party must457

produce such information in a form in which the producing party458

ordinarily maintains it, or in an electronically searchable form.10  A459

party producing electronically stored information need only460

produce it in one form.461

462

Committee Note463

464

Subdivision (b).  Rule 34(b)(1)(B) permits the requesting party to designate the form in465

which it wants electronically stored information produced.  The form of production is more466

important to the exchange of electronically stored information than of hard-copy materials. 467

Specification of the desired form may facilitate the orderly, efficient, and cost-effective discovery468

of electronically stored information.  The parties should exchange information about the form of469

production well before production actually occurs, such as during the early opportunity provided470

by the Rule 26(f) conference.  Rule 26(f)(3)(C) now calls for discussion of form of production471

during that conference.472

473

The rule does not require the requesting party to choose a form of production; this party474

may not have a preference, or may not know what form the producing party uses to maintain its475

electronically stored information.  If the request does not specify a form of production for476

electronically stored information, Rule 34(b)(2)(D)(ii) provides the responding party with options477
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analogous to those provided in Rule 34(b)(2)(D)(i) with regard to hard-copy materials.  The478

responding party may produce the information in a form in which it ordinarily maintains the479

information.  If it ordinarily maintains the information in more than one form, it may select any480

such form.  But the responding party need not produce the information in the form in which it is481

maintained.  Instead, the responding party may produce the information in a form it selects for482

the purpose of production providing the form is electronically searchable.  Although this option483

is not precisely the same as the option under Rule 34(b)(2)(D)(i) to produce hard copy materials484

organized and labelled to correspond to the requests, it should be functionally analogous because485

it will enable the party seeking production to locate pertinent information.486

487

If the requesting party does specify a form of production, Rule 34(b)(2)(B) permits the488

responding party to object.  The grounds for objection depend on the circumstances of the case. 489

When such an objection is made, Rule 37(a)(2)(B) requires the parties to confer about the subject490

in an effort to resolve the matter in a mutually satisfactory manner before a motion to compel is491

filed.  If they cannot agree, the court will have to resolve the issue.  The court is not limited to the492

form initially chosen by the requesting party, or to the alternatives in Rule 34(b)(2)(D)(ii), in493

ordering an appropriate form or forms for production.  The court may consider whether a form is494

electronically searchable in resolving objections to the form of production.495

496

Rule 34(b)(D)(ii) provides that electronically stored information ordinarily need be497

produced in only one form, but production in an additional form may be ordered for good cause. 498

One such ground might be that the information cannot be used by the party seeking production in499

the form in which it was produced.  Advance communication about the form that will be used for500

production might avoid that difficulty.501

502

[The following paragraphs are to be used if there is 503

no two-tiered production provision (see Part VIII)]504

505

Under Rule 34(b)(2), a responding party may also object on grounds other than the506

requested form of production to a request for discovery of electronically stored information.  One507

such objection may be to the burden of locating, retrieving, reviewing, and producing requested508

electronically stored information.  In part because of the variety and amount of electronically509

stored information, and in part due to the rapidity of technological change, access to or510

restoration of electronically stored information may impose significant burdens.  Some511

electronically stored information may be stored solely for use in the event of a disaster, and is not512
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accessed or maintained in the usual course of a party's activities.  Some information may be513

"legacy" data that remains from obsolete systems; such data is no longer used and may be costly514

and burdensome to restore and retrieve.  Other information may have been deleted -- the515

electronic equivalent of thrown away -- but technology provides the capability to retrieve and516

produce it, although extraordinary effort may be required.  The ability to obtain these additional517

categories of information not only increases the costs and burdens of retrieval, but also increases518

the volume of information that must be reviewed for production, which in itself increases the cost519

of discovery.520

521

These issues often should be addressed during the parties' Rule 26(f) conference.  If they522

have not been resolved in that manner, such an objection should be followed by a conference523

about ways to resolve the difficulty.524

525

Courts addressing these concerns have properly referred to Rule 26(b)(2) for guidance in526

deciding when and whether the effort involved in obtaining such data is warranted.  Thus Manual527

for Complex Litigation (4th) § 11.446 invokes Rule 26(b)(2) and states that "the rule should be528

used to discourage costly, speculative, duplicative, or unduly burdensome discovery of computer529

data and systems."  It adds:  "More expensive forms of production, such as production of word-530

processing files with all associated metadata or production of data in specified nonstandard531

format, should be conditioned upon a showing of need or sharing expenses."532

533

The proper application of those principles can be developed through judicial decisions in534

specific situations.  Caselaw has already begun to develop principles for making such535

determinations.  See, e.g., Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC, 217 F.R.D. 309 (S.D.N.Y. 2003);536

Rowe Entertainment, Inc. v. William Morris Agency, 205 F.R.D. 421 (S.D.N.Y. 2002); McPeek v.537

Ashcroft, 202 F.R.D. 31 (D.D.C. 2000).  Courts will be able to adapt the principles of Rule538

26(b)(2) to the specific circumstances of each case in light of evolving technology.  [If burden539

provisions (see VIII below) are included, this Note material may be inappropriate here, and540

might be moved to a Note accompanying that provision.]541
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VI. Subpoena for Electronically Stored Information -- Rule 45542

543

Set forth below is a recommended amendment to Rule 45, and a Committee Note.  This is544

the first time the Subcommittee has proposed consideration of this amendment, and the full set of545

amendments was drafted only after the March 31 conference call, so most members of the546

Subcommittee have not seen it.  This proposal is intended to track, in Rule 45, the changes made547

elsewhere in the discovery rules.  If those changes are modified or not pursued, corresponding548

modifications should be made to Rule 45.549

550

Rule 45.  Subpoena551

552

(a) In General.553

554

(1) Form and Contents.555

556

(A) Requirements.  Every subpoena must:557

558

(i) state the court from which it issued;559

560

(ii) state the title of the action, the court in which it is pending,561

and its civil-action number;562

563

(iii) command each person to whom it is directed to do the following at564

a specified time and place:  attend and testify, or produce and565

permit the inspection, and copying, testing or sampling of566

designated documents, electronically stored information, or567

tangible things designated in the subpoena in that person's568

possession, custody, or control, or permit the inspection of569

premises; and570

571

(iv) set for the text of Rule 45(c) and (d).572

573

(B) Command to Produce Evidence or Permit Inspection.  A command to574

produce evidence or to permit inspection, testing or sampling may be575
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included in a subpoena commanding attendance at a deposition, hearing,576

or trial, or may be set forth in a separate subpoena.  A subpoena may577

specify the form in which electronically stored information is to be578

produced.579

580

(2) Issued from Which Court.  A subpoena must issue as follows:581

582

(A) for attendance at a trial or hearing, from the court for the district where the583

hearing or trial is to be held;584

585

(B) for attendance at a deposition, from the court for the district where the586

deposition is to be taken, stating the method for recording the testimony;587

and588

589

(C) for production, and inspection, testing or sampling if separate from a590

subpoena commanding a person's attendance, from the court for the591

district where the production or inspection is to be made.592

593

(3) Issued by Whom.  The clerk must issue a subpoena, signed but otherwise in594

blank, to a party who requests it.  That party must complete it before service.  An595

attorney, as an officer of the court, may also issue and sign a subpoena from:596

597

(A) a court in which the attorney is authorized to practice; or598

599

(B) a court for a district where a deposition is to be taken or production is to600

be made, if the attorney is authorized to practice in the court in which the601

action is pending.602

603

(b) Service.604

605

(1) By Whom; Tendering Fees; Serving a Copy of Certain Subpoenas.  Any person606

who is at least 18 years old and not a party may serve a subpoena.  Serving a607

subpoena on a named person requires delivering a copy to that person and, if the608

subpoena commands that person's attendance, tendering to that person the fees for609
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one day's attendance and the mileage allowed by law.  Fees and mileage need not610

be tendered when the subpoena issues on behalf of the United States or any of its611

officers or agencies. If the subpoena commands the production of documents or612

tangible things or the inspection of premises before trial, then before it is served613

on the named person, a notice must be served on each party as provided in Rule614

5(b).615

616

(2) Service in the United States.  Subject to Rule 45(c)(3)(A)(ii), a subpoena may be617

served at any place:618

619

(A) within the district of the court from which it issued;620

621

(B) outside that district but within 100 miles of the place of the deposition,622

hearing, trial, production, or inspection, testing or sampling specified in623

the subpoena;624

625

(C) within the state of the court from which it issued if a state statute or court626

rule permits serving a subpoena issued by a state court of general627

jurisdiction sitting in the place of the deposition, hearing, trial, production,628

or inspection, testing or sampling specified in the subpoena; or629

630

(D) that the court authorizes, if a United States statute so provides, upon631

proper application and for good cause.632

633

(3) Service in a Foreign Country.  28 U.S.C. § 1783 governs the issuance and634

service of a subpoena directed to a United States national or resident who is in a635

foreign country.636

637

(4) Proof of Service.  Proving service, when necessary, requires filing with the court638

from which the subpoena issued a statement showing the date and manner639

of service and the names of the persons served.  The statement must be certified640

by the server.641

642

643
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(c) Protecting a Person Subject to a Subpoena.644

645

(1) Avoiding Undue Burden or Expense; Sanctions.  A party or attorney responsible646

for issuing and serving a subpoena must take reasonable steps to avoid imposing647

undue burden or expense on a person subject to the subpoena.  The issuing court648

must enforce this duty and must impose on a party or attorney who fails to comply649

with the duty an appropriate sanction, which may include lost earnings and650

reasonable attorney's fees.651

652

(2) Command to Produce Materials, or Permit Inspection, Testing, or Sampling.653

654

(A) Appearance Not Required.  A person commanded to produce and permit655

the inspection, and copying, testing or sampling, of designated656

electronically stored information, documents or tangible things, or to657

permit the inspection of premises, need not appear in person at the place of658

production or inspection unless also commanded to appear for a659

deposition, hearing, or trial.660

661

(B) Objections.  Subject to Rule 45(d)(2), a person commanded to produce and662

permit inspection and copying, testing or sampling, may serve on the663

party or attorney designated in the subpoena a written objection to664

inspecting or copying, testing or sampling, any or all of the designated665

materials or to inspecting the premises or to the requested form of666

production.  The objection must be served before the earlier of the time667

specified for compliance or 14 days after the subpoena is served.  If668

an objection is made, the following rules apply:669

670

(i) At any time, on notice to the commanded person, the serving party671

may move the court from which the subpoena issued for an order672

compelling production, inspection, or copying, testing or sampling.673

674

(ii) Inspection, and copying, testing or sampling may be done only as675

directed in the order, and the order must protect a person who is676
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neither a party nor a party's officer from significant expense677

resulting from compliance.678

679

(3) Quashing or Modifying a Subpoena.680

681

(A) When Required.  On timely motion, the court from which a subpoena682

issued must quash or modify a subpoena that:683

684

(i) fails to allow a reasonable time to comply;685

686

(ii) requires a person who is neither a party nor a party's officer to687

travel more than 100 miles from the place where that person688

resides, is employed, or regularly transacts business in person —689

except that, subject to Rule 45(c)(3)(B)(iii), such a person may be690

commanded to attend a trial by traveling from any place within the691

state where the trial is held;692

693

(iii) requires disclosure of privileged or other protected matter, if no694

exception or waiver applies; or695

696

(iv) subjects a person to undue burden.697

698

(B) When Permitted.  To protect a person subject to or affected by a subpoena,699

the court from which it issued may, on timely motion, quash or modify the700

subpoena if it requires:701

702

(i) disclosure of a trade secret or other confidential research,703

development, or commercial information;704

705

(ii) disclosure of an unretained expert's opinion or information that706

does not describe specific occurrences in dispute and results from707

the expert's study that was not requested by a party; or708

709
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(iii) travel of more than 100 miles to attend trial by a person who is710

neither a party nor a party's officer, as a result of which the person711

will incur substantial expense.712

713

(C) Specifying Conditions as an Alternative.  In the circumstances described in714

Rule 45(c)(3)(B), the court may, instead of quashing or modifying a715

subpoena, order appearance or production under specified conditions if the716

party on whose behalf the subpoena was issued shows a substantial need717

for the testimony or material that cannot be otherwise met without undue718

hardship and ensures that the subpoenaed person will be reasonably719

compensated.720

721

722

(d) Duties in Responding to a Subpoena723

724

(1) (A) Producing Documents.  A person responding to a subpoena to produce725

documents must produce them as they are kept in the ordinary course of business,726

or organize and label them according to the categories of the demand.727

728

(B)  Producing Electronically Stored Information.  If the subpoena does not729

specify a form of production for electronically stored information under Rule730

45(a)(1)(B), a person responding to a subpoena to produce electronically stored731

information must produce such information in a form in which the person732

ordinarily maintains it or in an electronically searchable form.  A person733

producing electronically stored information need only produce it in one form.734

735

736

(2) Claiming Privilege or Protection   737

738

(A) Privileged materials withheld.  A person withholding subpoenaed739

information under a claim that it is privileged or subject to protection as740

trial-preparation material must: 741

742

(i)(A) expressly assert the claim; and 743
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     11  This provision is based on proposed new Rule 26(b)(5)(B), which will be discussed in Part
IX below.  It is inserted here as a parallel change assuming that it the Committee decides to go
forward with the addition of Rule 26(b)(5)(B).  If the Committee decides not to go forward with
Rule 26(b)(5)(B), this change will not be included.

(ii)(B) describe the nature of the documents, communications, or744

things not produced in a manner that, without revealing745

information itself privileged or protected, will enable746

the parties to assess the applicability of the privilege or747

protection.748

749

(B) Privileged materials produced.  When a person produces information750

without intending to waive a claim of privilege it may, within a reasonable751

time, notify any party that received the information of its claim of752

privilege.  After such notice, the requesting party must promptly return or753

destroy the specified information and any copies to the producing person,754

who must comply with Rule 45(d)(2)(A) with regard to the information755

and preserve the information pending a ruling by the court.11756

757

(e) Contempt.  The court from which a subpoena issued may hold in contempt a person who,758

having been served, fails without adequate excuse to obey the subpoena.  A nonparty’s759

failure to obey must be excused if the subpoena purports to require the nonparty to attend760

or produce at a place not within the limits of Rule 45(c)(3)(A)(ii).761

762

763

Committee Note764

765

Rule 45 is amended to conform the provisions for subpoenas to changes in other766

discovery rules, largely related to discovery of electronically stored information.  Rule 34 is767

amended to provide in greater detail for the production of electronically stored information.  Rule768

45(a)(1)(A)(iii) is amended to recognize that electronically stored information, as defined in Rule769

34(a), can also be sought by subpoena.  As under Rule 34(b), Rule 45(a)(1)(B) is amended to770

provide that the subpoena can designate a form for production of electronic data.  Rule 45(c)(2)771

is amended, like Rule 34(b)(2)(B), to authorize the party served with a subpoena to object to the772

requested form.  In addition, as under Rule 34(b)(2)(D)(ii), Rule 45(d)(1)(B) is amended to773
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provide that the party served with the subpoena must produce electronically stored information774

either in a form in which it is usually maintained or in an electronically searchable form, and that775

the party producing electronically stored information should not have to produce it in more than776

one form unless so ordered by the court for good cause.777

778

As with discovery of electronically stored information from parties, complying with a779

subpoena for such information may impose burdens on the responding party.  The Rule 45(c)780

protections should guard against undue impositions on nonparties.  For example, Rule 45(c)(1)781

directs that a party serving a subpoena "must take reasonable steps to avoid imposing undue782

burden or expense on a person subject to the subpoena," and Rule 45(c)(2)(B) permits the person783

served with the subpoena to object to it and directs that an order requiring compliance "must784

protect a person who is neither a party nor a party's officer from significant expense resulting785

from compliance."  In many cases, advance discussion about the extent, manner, and form of786

producing electronically stored information should alleviate such concerns.787

788

Rule 45(a)(1)(B) is also amended, as is Rule 34(a)(1), to provide that a subpoena is789

available to permit testing and sampling as well as inspection and copying.  As in Rule 34, this790

change recognizes that on occasion the opportunity to perform testing or sampling may be791

important, both for documents and for electronically stored information.  Because testing or792

sampling may present particular issues of burden or intrusion for the person served with the793

subpoena, however, the protective provisions of Rule 45(c) should be enforced with vigilance794

when such demands are made.795

796

[Rule 45(d)(2) is amended, as is Rule 26(b)(5), to add a procedure for assertion of797

privilege after inadvertent production of privileged information.]  Adding this Note language798

depends on going forward with the 26(b)(5)(B) amendment.799

800

Throughout Rule 45, further amendments have been made to conform the rule to the801

changes described above.802
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     12  The rule refers to a "person" rather than a "party" because its protection against sanctions
should apply to nonparties, such as those served with a subpoena.

     13  The "under these Rules" phrase may be undesirable.  Often spoliation sanctions are based
on the court's inherent authority, and in that sense perhaps not "under these Rules."  It is likely
that a safe harbor that does not affect spoliation sanctions would not provide sufficient
protection.  Accordingly, this phrase might best be deleted.

Deleting the phrase might suggest that the rule was forbidding any type of sanction --
fines, criminal charges, etc. -- for failure to retain information.  But there are multiple retention
obligations in other bodies of law, and sanctions in other proceedings for violating those
obligations should presumably not be impeded by a new provision in Rule 37.  Instead, the goal

VII.  Sanctions Safe Harbor -- Rule 37803

804

The Subcommittee spent considerable time discussing ways to address the duty to805

preserve or to provide a safe harbor against sanctions.  The dynamic nature of electronically806

stored information has generated uncertainty as to preservation obligations and the attendant risk807

of sanctions.  One central problem is that often it will be difficult to say that electronically stored808

information is entirely gone, but only that the information would be very expensive to locate or809

recreate.  Thus, the problem is usually one covered by Rule 26(b)(4)(B), and the actual810

circumstances that would call for a sanctions rule to apply to truly unavailable or lost information811

would seem quite unusual.  Another issue is one that was involved in both the preservation and812

the sanctions discussion -- the extent to which electronically stored information should be treated813

differently from other discoverable matter.  In a package of amendments prompted by concerns814

about electronically stored information, it appears best to restrict attention to issues unique, or at815

least very distinctive, to that form of information, and the following alternatives are limited to816

electronically stored information.817

818

Rule 37.  Failure to Make Disclosures or819

Cooperate in Discovery; Sanctions820

821

* * *822

823

[Alternative 1]824

825

(f) Electronically Stored Information.  A court may not impose sanctions on a person12826

[under these Rules]13 for failure to preserve electronically stored information if the person827
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is only to forbid sanctions in the context of civil litigation for failure to retain information.  A
Note could try to make this clear.

Another approach might be say "A failure to preserve electronically stored information
does not violate these rules * * *."  But that seems not to address Rule 37 issues, and to be more
of a preservation rule.  The Subcommittee has decided that adopting a preservation rule would
raise too many difficulties.  In addition, it could be that the point about inherent authority
mentioned above would mean that saying elsewhere in the rules that failure to preserve does not
violate the rules would not affect the court's inherent authority to treat it as sanctionable.

     14  The use of "under these Rules" at this point may not raise the issues it raised when used in
the first sentence, and it could be helpful to clarify that this provision does not purport to affect
the preservation obligations or requirements imposed by other bodies of law.  But since this
sentence is just a definition of "reasonably," as used in the first sentence, there seems scant risk
of this interpretation, and a Committee Note should be sufficient to dispel whatever concerns
remain.

     15  The phrase "in the action" would limit the power to sanction to situations in which this
court has entered the preservation order.  Should that be added?  One argument against adding it
is that a person ordered to preserve information should not be insulated against sanctions for
violating the order no matter whether the order was entered by this court.  But if there is concern
that some courts (perhaps some state courts) might be too quick to enter preservation orders,
perhaps even ex parte, removing the safe harbor based on the order of another court is
inappropriate.

     16  This addition was suggested during the March 31 conference call.  Given the very large
array of preservation directives found in statutes or regulations, adding this provision might rob
Rule 37(f) of much force.  On the other hand, insulating against sanctions in the case for conduct
that violated a statute or regulation may seem dubious.

acted reasonably to preserve such information.  A person acts reasonably [under these828

Rules]14 by preserving electronically stored information that it maintains in the usual829

course of its regularly conducted activities if the information appears reasonably likely to830

be discoverable in reasonably foreseeable litigation, and by routinely and in good faith831

operating its electronic information systems, unless:832

833

(1) the person willfully or recklessly deleted or destroyed the information when it834

knew or should have known that the information was reasonably likely to be835

discoverable in reasonably foreseeable litigation; or836

837

(2) a prior court order [in the action,]15 [a statute, or a regulation]16 required the838

person to preserve the information.839

840

[Alternative 2]841
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     17For example, 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(b)(3)(C) provides as follows:

(i) In general

During the pendency of any stay of discovery pursuant to this paragraph,
unless otherwise ordered by the court, any party to the action with actual notice of
the allegations contained in the complaint shall treat all documents, data
compilations (including electronically recorded or stored data), and tangible
objects that are in the custody or control of such person and that are relevant to the
allegations, as if they were the subject of a continuing request for production of
documents from an opposing party under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

842

843

(f) Electronically Stored Information.  A court may not impose sanctions on a person844

[under these Rules] for failure to preserve electronically stored information if845

846

(1) the person took reasonable steps, when it knew of should have known that the847

information was reasonably likely to be discoverable in reasonably foreseeable848

litigation, to preserve the information; and849

850

(2) the failure resulted from the normal operation of the person's electronic851

information system; and852

853

(3) no prior court order [in the action,] [statute or regulation] required the person to854

preserve the information.855

856

Commentary857

858

These two alternatives seek to accomplish something that we have been told is extremely859

important to a significant class of litigants -- businesses and governmental litigants that have to860

rely on computer systems that automatically delete materials.  Both alternatives seek to limit861

sanctions without otherwise undertaking to articulate a duty to preserve.  At the Fordham862

Conference, one topic was a possible rule governing preservation.  Questions were raised about863

whether such a rule would exceed the rulemaking powers of this Committee.  Preservation864

obligations are imposed by many statutes and regulations, and recently several have been added.17 865
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(ii) Sanction for willful violation

A party aggrieved by the willful failure of an opposing party to comply
with clause (i) may apply to the court for an order awarding appropriate sanctions.

As another example of such a preservation obligation, consider SEC Rule 17a-4:

Every [] broker and dealer shall preserve for a period of not less than 3 years, the first two
years in an accessible place . . . [o]riginals of all communications received and copies of
all communications sent by such member, broker or dealer (including inter-office
memoranda and communications) relating to his business as such.

See Zubulake v. UBS Warburg, LLC, 217 F.R.D. 309, 314 n.21 (S.D.N.Y.2003) (quoting this
provision).

This Committee would not undertake to relax those requirements, so it would be necessary to be866

clear that no supersession of those provisions was intended if the preservation route were taken. 867

And a preservation duty in the rules might look odd if it purported to regulate a party's behavior868

before a suit was filed in federal court.  Limiting the use of sanctions should pose fewer869

difficulties than trying to articulate a duty of preservation that would be relevant in any context870

other than sanctions, and on this count both alternatives would seem to stand on firm footing.871

872

Both alternatives rely on "reasonable" behavior, that is defined.  Alternative 1 would873

forbid sanctions for failure to retain materials that are not routinely maintained, unless a court874

order so required, or the party in bad faith allowed the destruction of such materials knowing that875

they should have been preserved.  Some caselaw -- see Zubulake v. UBS Warburg, Inc., 2003 WL876

22410619 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) -- suggests that backup tapes need not generally be preserved,877

although the party may have a duty to preserve them when it should realize that they contain878

relevant e-mail messages not otherwise available from persons likely to be involved in the879

litigation.  Alternative 2 attempts to describe a "litigation hold" and may be more limited in the880

protection it affords than Alternative 1.881

882

In considering these alternatives, it may be helpful to keep some ideas in mind.  One is883

that this is only a limitation on sanctions.  Many situations in which information has been lost884

would not be exempted from sanctions by Rule 37(f), but that need not lead to the conclusion885

that Rule 37(f) says sanctions should routinely be imposed in those situations.  To the contrary,886

the courts possess considerable discretion in deciding whether sanctions are warranted, and in887

selecting appropriate sanctions.  In one sense, this provision would matter only when a court888

would want, using that discretion, to impose a sanction.  Looked at another way, however, the889
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point here is to reassure litigants and prospective litigants that they can rest easy about sanctions890

if they adhere to certain preservation practices.  Thus, although the amendment package does not891

adopt a preservation obligation, it does create an incentive to adhere to what Rule 37(f) treats as892

sufficient to avoid sanctions.893

894

A different point is that, by forbidding sanctions against those who comply with what895

Rule 37(f) says precludes sanctions, the rule somehow implies that sanctions should be imposed896

on those who fail to comply.  That result might be supported on the ground that these are897

reasonable preservation goals, and that failure to comply with them should ordinarily be a ground898

for sanctions.  But this can be countered with the argument that the purpose of Rule 37(f) is to899

create a relatively limited area in which a person is made immune to sanctions by complying with900

the provisions of the rule.  To say that all other failures to preserve should be sanctioned would,901

in that sense, misconceive the goal of the amendment.  These considerations could be explored in902

the Note.903

904

Yet another consideration is that the "litigation hold" approach that is reflected in both905

alternatives, but perhaps more directly in Alternative 2, could confront a party with a very906

difficult choice.  Presumably there is no need to preserve duplicates.  Rule 26(b)(2)(B)(i) seems907

to recognize that there is no need to access duplicate items if a copy has been produced.  So the908

question might seem to be whether there are additional materials on backup tapes or in similar909

places that routinely are recycled.  But a party that foresees litigation might have difficulty910

knowing whether there are alternative sources for the pertinent information.  For example, in911

Zubulake, it seems that defendant had about 100 requested e-mails without resorting to backup912

tapes, while plaintiff had retained 450.  Could a prospective defendant in that position make a913

reasonable decision whether it could recycle backup tapes?  Probably the answer to this question914

is that there will inevitably be some difficult choices that a party must make once litigation is915

visible on the horizon.  By focusing on reasonableness, the rule probably provides as much916

guidance as it can, and courts will have to make determinations under that standard in light of the917

facts of given cases.918
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VIII. The Distinctive Burden of Electronic Discovery -- Rule 34(a) or Rule 26(b)(2)919

920

The Subcommittee spent a considerable amount of time after the Fordham conference921

discussing whether to limit the obligation to obtain electronically stored information from922

sources that are difficult to access or that are not ordinarily accessed in the routine course of the923

producing party's business or activities.  The Subcommittee has not reached consensus on924

whether any amendment proposals should be published.925

926

The discussion have sometimes call this the "two-tiered approach," modeled on the "two927

tiered" provisions added to Rule 26(b)(1) in 2000 to regulate discovery of material not ordinarily928

accessed by the party.  The Subcommittee has considered three alternatives:  leave the issue to929

caselaw as it develops under Rule 26(b)(2); amend Rule 26(b)(2) specifically to address930

electronically stored information; or amend Rule 34(a).  Before turning to the specifics of these931

three alternatives, this memorandum attempts to preview the issues raised by the basic question932

whether to propose amendments in this area at all.933

934

A. The Question Whether to Propose Amendments935

936

Arguments Against Amendments937

938

A starting point from the perspective of a skeptic about adopting these proposals is the939

assumption that some form of Rule 37 "safe harbor" provision will be included.  Thus, the940

package will provide protection against undue intrusion into the operation of businesses and941

governmental agencies and others who might be stymied by draconian preservation requirements. 942

A second point is that the basic guideposts are already in the Rules -- the provisions of Rule943

26(b)(2)(B).  In a real sense, one can see the proposals below as simply repeating that these944

provisions should be considered in determining the extent of discovery of electronically stored945

information in individual cases.  But these proposals also draw a line that could prove quite946

unfortunate by providing an initial exemption from production of relevant information that party947

does not routinely access, or that is not "reasonably accessible."948

949

A third point for questioning such a rule change is the presumption of American950

discovery that producing parties must provide relevant information at their own cost, unless they951

can make the showing called for by Rule 26(b)(2)(B) to excuse providing the information.  But952

under these proposals, it could be that relevant information that would not be difficult to obtain953
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would nevertheless be exempted from "first tier" discovery, and possible that the party seeking it954

would have to devise an argument to overcome the seeming resistance in the rules to having such955

material produced.  Given the growing importance of electronically stored information, and the956

growing ease of accessing it as technology improves, the appropriateness of such a limitation is957

quite dubious, and it should be carefully considered.958

959

It seems as though a major stimulus behind this proposal is the concern that too much960

information would be discoverable unless this line were adopted to make certain relevant961

information presumptively discoverable, and other information discoverable only on a showing962

of good cause.  Until now, the Civil Rules have always placed the burden on the party opposing963

production of relevant information.  These proposals say that requesting parties should not964

ordinarily have access to certain types of information.  Although there may be a large effort in965

some cases to access some of this information, there seems no strong reason for supposing that966

would always -- or even usually -- be the case.  When it is true, the existing rules provide967

sufficient protection, and Rule 34(b) authorizes an objection on such grounds.  Already, the draft968

Committee Note to the changes to Rule 34(b) makes these very points, although subject to being969

moved to accompany these provisions if they are adopted.970

971

Another factor to keep in mind is that provisions like these could, to some extent, become972

incentives for parties to curtail what they maintain or access, or to adopt information systems that973

make certain information difficult to access.  Admittedly the litigation consequences of such974

arrangements may not be foremost in the mind of those who design and select information975

systems, but given the importance we have been told that many attach to the questions we are976

considering, it seems reasonable to think about whether "safe harbor" provisions might cause977

frequent litigants to design their systems with an eye to what the safe harbor protects.978

979

In sum, from the perspective of a skeptic about proceeding with these proposals, the two-980

tiered structure adopted in 2000 for Rule 26(b)(1) was fundamentally different.  It therefore does981

not provide a model for what is proposed below.  The rules now provide all the protection that is982

needed, and the protection that these proposals would provide would erode the basic structure of983

the discovery rules.984

985

986

987

988
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Arguments For Amendment989

990

Arguments for proposing amendments emphasize the huge volume of material that would991

be presumptively discoverable even were one of these proposals adopted, and the relative rarity992

of justifications for going beyond discovery of routinely accessed or readily accessible material.993

994

All these alternatives seek to implement an assumption that routine insistence on995

obtaining electronically stored information that is not reasonably accessible to a party but could996

conceivably be produced because it is there and technology provides a way to locate and retrieve997

it, should be rejected.  In addition, one option would also excuse initial resort by a responding998

party to information that is not accessed by or maintained for that party in the usual course of its999

activities,   Instead, this effort should be ordered only when justified under the provisions of Rule1000

26(b)(2)(B).1001

1002

A starting point is that, arguably, almost all electronically stored information can be1003

located if sufficient effort is made to locate it.  But the cost of such an effort can be stupendous,1004

which would seem to directly to invoke the provisions of Rule 26(b)(1)(B).  Even if more data1005

become more "accessible" in the future -- for example, if backup tapes are replaced by other1006

forms of disaster recovery storage that are better organized -- the problem of the costs of retrieval1007

may be exceeded by the problem of the costs of review.  The ability of technology to make all1008

data available, including, for example, deleted data, makes so much information discoverable as1009

to threaten litigants' and courts' ability to limit the cost and time involved.  And as discussed in1010

VII above, the problem of putting protections in the rules against inappropriate sanctions for1011

"deleted" or "unavailable" materials is quite difficult; the question may be seen to devolve into a1012

question of costs, not one of entirely "missing" data.1013

1014

We have been repeatedly told that the efforts that would be involved in obtaining this1015

information far outweigh any reasonable value the information could have.  Using "accessible" or1016

"available" by itself may be inadequate.  Technology may make huge amounts of information1017

"accessible," but that creates the potential of unlimited volume.  Volume in itself drives the cost1018

and burden of discovery intolerably high.  Adding the limitation "not routinely maintained by the1019

producing party in the usual course of its regularly conducted activities" requires a showing of1020

good cause before production can be compelled for "deleted" data; for data retained only for1021

disaster recovery, or for legacy data, even if there is better technology to "access" such categories1022

of data.  And at the same time, the amount of information that is reasonably accessible or1023
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routinely maintained for a party in the usual course of its regularly conducted activities (and1024

therefore unaffected by this provision) remains enormous, making it sensible to draw an initial1025

dividing line that should be crossed only when the criteria of Rule 26(b)(4)(B) legitimate such an1026

effort.1027

1028

The burden of access is not the only one that should be considered.  As the sheer amount1029

of information subject to discovery escalates, the burden of reviewing it for responsiveness,1030

privilege, etc., escalates as well.  Indeed, we are proposing amendments to protect against1031

privilege waiver partly to address exactly this concern.  It would be odd to be indifferent to such1032

burdens when we address this topic.  However much technology may improve the ability to1033

retrieve material from electronically stored information, it is unlikely to eliminate this burden. 1034

Yet because much of this information is duplicated in other places or other forms, the benefits of1035

that effort would be questionable even if there were no particular burden in obtaining the1036

information in the first place.1037

1038

In sum, failing to act on this topic seems to overlook what we can foresee will occur as1039

more and more data become more and available -- discovery costs may rise uncontrollably. 1040

Acting in this manner would provide at least an initial protection against this result, and at little1041

cost for parties seeking discovery.  To some extent, the information we are discussing has come1042

into existence by serendipity since it was not created or maintained on purpose.  Parties should1043

have to mine the fruits of that serendipity only when a judge has determined that the effort would1044

be warranted.1045
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B. Alternative Amendment Formulations1046

1047

Set forth below are three basic alternative amendments (with variations) that would try to1048

reduce the response burden by excusing or guarding against unduly burdensome efforts to1049

retrieve, restore, and review some electronically stored information.  Commentary follows to1050

identify some of the considerations that would affect the choice among these alternatives.1051

1052

[Alternative 1]1053

1054

Rule 34. Producing Documents, Electronically Stored1055

Information, and Tangible Things, 1056

or Entering onto Land,1057

for Inspection and Other Purposes1058

1059

(a) In General.  Any party may serve on any other party a request within the scope of Rule1060

26(b):1061

1062

(1) to produce and permit the requesting party or its representative to inspect, and1063

copy, test or sample the following items in the responding party's possession,1064

custody, or control:1065

1066

(A) any designated electronically stored information or any designated1067

documents, -- including writings, drawings, graphs, charts, photographs,1068

sound recordings, images, and other data or data compilations in any1069

medium from which information can be obtained either directly or after1070

the responding party translates them into a reasonably usable form, or1071

1072

(B) any tangible things -- and to test or sample these things; or1073

1074

(2) to permit entry onto designated land or other property possessed or controlled by1075

the responding party, so that the requesting party may inspect, measure, survey,1076

photograph, test, or sample the property or any designated object or operation on1077

it.1078

1079
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     18  As noted in the Commentary below, if the "reasonably accessible" formulation is used,
there is a question whether to include the phrase "in the usual course of its regularly conducted
activities."

[Alternative 1A]1080

1081

(3) Electronically Stored Information Discoverable Without Court Order.  Parties1082

may obtain discovery of electronically stored information that is reasonably1083

accessible to the responding party [in the usual course of its regularly conducted1084

activities].18  For good cause, the court may order discovery of electronically1085

stored information that is not reasonably accessible [in the usual course of the1086

producing party's regularly conducted activities], subject to the limitations of Rule1087

26(b)(2)(B).1088

1089

[Alternative 1B]1090

1091

(3) Electronically Stored Information Discoverable Without Court Order.  Parties1092

may obtain discovery of electronically stored information that is routinely1093

maintained by the responding party in the usual course of its regularly conducted1094

activities.  For good cause, the court may order discovery of electronically stored1095

information that is not routinely accessed by or maintained for the responding1096

party in the usual course of its regularly conducted activities, subject to the1097

limitations of Rule 26(b)(2)(B).1098

1099

[Alternatives 2 and 3]1100

1101

Rule 26.  Duty to Disclose:1102

General Provisions Governing Discovery1103

1104

* * *1105

1106

(b) Discovery Scope and Limits1107

1108

* * *1109

1110
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(2) Limitations on Frequency and Extent.1111

1112

* * *1113

1114

(B) When Required.  The court must limit the frequency or extent of1115

discovery otherwise permitted under these rules or by local rule if it1116

determines that:1117

1118

(i) the discovery sought is unreasonably cumulative, or can be1119

obtained from some other source that is more convenient, less1120

burdensome, or less expensive;1121

1122

(ii) the party seeking discovery has had ample opportunity by1123

discovery in the action to obtain the information; or1124

1125

(iii) the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely1126

benefit, taking into account the needs of the case, the amount in1127

controversy, the parties' resources, the importance of the issues at stake in1128

the litigation, and the importance of the discovery in resolving the issues.;1129

or1130

1131

[Alternative 2A]1132

1133

(iv) undue burden or expense would result from  discovery of1134

electronically stored information that is not reasonably accessible1135

to the producing party [in the usual course of its regularly1136

conducted activities].1137

1138

[Alternative 2B]1139

1140

(iv) undue burden or expense would result from  discovery of1141

electronically stored information that is not routinely accessed by1142

or maintained for the producing party in the usual course of its1143

regularly conducted activities.1144
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     19  Another alternative would be use "must be produced only if" rather than "need not be
produced unless":

[Alternative 3A*]

(C) Electronically Stored Information.  Electronically stored information that
is not reasonably accessible to the responding party [in the usual course of
its regularly conducted activities] must be produced only if the court so
orders subject to the limitations of Rule 26(b)(2)(B).

[Alternative 3B*]

(C) Electronically Stored Information.  Electronically stored information that
is not routinely accessed or maintained by the responding party in the
usual course of its regularly conducted activities must be produced only if
the court so orders subject to the limitations of Rule 26(b)(2)(B).

[Alternative 3A]1145

1146

(C) Electronically Stored Information.  Electronically stored information that1147

is not reasonably accessible to the responding party [in the usual course of1148

its regularly conducted activities] need not be produced unless19 the court1149

so orders subject to the limitations of Rule 26(b)(2)(B).1150

1151

[Alternative 3B]1152

1153

(C) Electronically Stored Information.  Electronically stored information that1154

is not routinely accessed or maintained by the responding party in the1155

usual course of its regularly conducted activities need not be produced1156

unless the court so orders subject to the limitations of Rule 26(b)(2)(B).1157

1158

(DC) On Motion or the Court's Own Initiative.  The court may act on motion1159

or on its own after reasonable notice.1160

1161

Commentary1162

1163

The purpose of this amendment is to give better guidance in applying the (b)(2)(B) factors1164

to the unique features of electronically stored information.  Rule 26(b)(2)(B) identifies the1165
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concerns that ought usually guide such an inquiry.  (B)(iii) seems most pertinent, as the cost1166

versus benefit analysis would usually be the starting point.  (B)(i) also may have a role to play,1167

particularly with regard to such sources as backup tapes, since they will contain much1168

information that duplicates information obtainable from more conventional sources.  There may1169

also be cases in which (B)(ii) would apply. For example, if discovery has already involved1170

considerable and expensive forays into computerized data, the desire of a party to have another1171

go at it might be found unjustified.1172

1173

The alternatives offer different ways of trying to accomplish basically the same thing. 1174

Alternative 1, the Rule 34 approach, targets the issue where it most frequently arises, in the1175

document-production context.  The addition of a provision to Rule 34(a) would seem a corollary1176

to the amendments explicitly and broadly announcing that electronically discoverable1177

information can be obtained under that rule, but it might seem odd for Rule 34(a)(3) in essence to1178

repeat what's already said in Rule 34(a)(1).  Proposed Rule 34(a)(3) borrows the structure of Rule1179

26(b)(1)'s "two tier" approach to relevancy questions by announcing that only certain potentially1180

discoverable material is subject to attorney managed discovery, while more aggressive discovery1181

is subject to the court's regulation under a good cause standard informed by Rule 26(b)(2)(B).1182

1183

Alternatives 2 and 3, the Rule 26(b)(2) approaches, would provide protection against1184

arguments that discovery into electronically stored information sought to be put into the "second1185

tier" could be obtained routinely by other means than document production -- interrogatories or1186

Rule 30(b)(6) depositions come to mind.  Alternative 3 may make it clearer that all three1187

(b)(2)(B) factors are potentially applicable, but Alternative 2 is intended to operate in conjunction1188

with items (i), (ii), and (iii).1189

1190

The purpose of the new Rule 34(a)(3) or the new Rule 26(b)(2) provisions would be to1191

provide a starting point for application of the Rule 26(b)(2)(B) principles to electronically stored1192

information by excusing initial resort to such information that is not reasonably accessible or1193

routinely maintained in the usual course of the producing party's regularly conducted activities,1194

subject to the court's order that it be produced consistent with the provisions of Rule 26(b)(2)(B).1195

1196

One choice to be made in any of the alternatives is whether to key the duty of responding1197

to whether information is "reasonably available" to the responding party or to whether it is1198

"regularly accessed by or routinely maintained by the party in the usual course of its regularly1199

conducted activities" by the responding party.  A variant of this is whether, if we were to use the1200
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"reasonably available" formulation, it would be useful to add "in the usual course of its regularly1201

conducted activities."1202

1203

The "reasonably accessible" formulation may be too open-ended.  Reasonableness is1204

obviously a rule provision that bears much weight, but whether it can usefully bear this weight1205

could be debated.  The "ordinary course" approach might be a simpler one for courts to apply,1206

since information about what information a party uses in its activities could be easier to assess. 1207

And "ordinary course" would be less dependent on, or affected by, technological changes that1208

might be urged to make virtually everything accessible at some point in the not-too-distant1209

future.1210

1211

But if the focus is on the producing party's usual activities the protection could apply even1212

though it would be no effort whatsoever to access certain information.  The discovery limitation1213

would apply because responding party doesn't do so -- "We never look in that closet."  Should1214

that behavior pattern of the responding party limit its obligation to respond to discovery?1215

1216

Perhaps a marriage of the two concepts can be achieved by focusing on whether the1217

information is "reasonably accessible in the usual course of the producing party's regularly1218

conducted activities."  This might constrain the breadth of the "reasonably accessible" standard1219

by invoking what the party usually does, but still permit insistence on doing something more --1220

looking in the closet in which it doesn't look -- if that would constitute a minor deviation from1221

the party's usual activities and involve no significant burden beyond the burden it bears in its1222

usual activities.1223

1224

Another concern about using the "routinely accessed by or maintained for" approach1225

would be that it could be read to put metadata and embedded data entirely off limits to discovery1226

absent a court order.  Most parties probably don't routinely access or intentionally maintain that1227

information (at least if "maintaining" means purposeful activity).  That does not seem to be the1228

goal of this provision, and indeed the Committee Note to the Rule 26(f) amendment (Part II1229

above) implies that there is no such limitation by urging the parties to talk about whether to1230

pursue discovery of such material.1231

1232

These formulations could focus on business activities only, like the "ordinary course of1233

business" provision of Texas Rule 196.4.  It may be that "course of business" limitation would be1234

undesirable.  It would not likely include non-business activities no matter how broadly "business"1235
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is interpreted.  But we have not been told that this sort of problem of insistence on access to1236

materials not normally accessed has arisen with any frequency in non-business settings.1237

1238

A Committee Note would attempt to flesh out the concept, whatever terminology is1239

ultimately adopted.  The phrase "usual course of its regularly conducted activities" is offered as a1240

way to capture both business and nonbusiness activity.  Whatever phrase is used, it could be that1241

this restriction would be abused; parties might take a very restrictive attitude toward what they1242

can or do access in their ordinary activities.1243

1244

As between Alternatives 2 and 3, one question would be whether it is desirable to include1245

in the "generic" provisions of current (b)(4)(B) something that is only about a specific kind of1246

discovery.  Alternative 2 is meant to permit invocation of (i), (ii), and (iii) as well as (iv) in1247

connection with discovery of electronically stored information, a point that would probably need1248

to be made in a Note.1249

1250

In addition, it would probably be important, if the "usual course of its regularly conducted1251

activities" phrase is used, to say in the Note that this means all activities, not just responding to1252

discovery.  Cf. TIPS, Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of Defense, 350 F.3d 1191 (9th Cir. 2003), in which the1253

Department refused to provide information sought by an F.O.I.A. request in zip format.  Under1254

its regulations, agencies should use "business as usual" to decide whether to provide1255

electronically stored information in requested formats.  D.O.D. took the position that zip format1256

was not "business as usual," but plaintiff showed that it used zip format with its contractors. 1257

D.O.D. responded that this evidence was irrelevant because its "business as usual" standard had1258

to be applied to its ordinary way of responding to F.O.I.A. requests.  The court rejected this view:1259

"The language of FOIA does not support a reading that distinguished between 'business as usual'1260

for FOIA requests and 'business as usual' for activities that are part of the agency's business."  Id.1261

at 1195.  The same view should apply to the search burden in responding to discovery under an1262

"ordinary course of regularly conducted activities" standard.1263
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IX.  Privilege Waiver -- Rule 26(f), Form 35, and Rule 16(b)1264

1265

Set forth below are a recommended amendment to Rule 26(b)(5) and a recommendation1266

that the Committee defer additional amendments regarding privilege waiver issues pending1267

possible consultation with the Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules concerning rule-based1268

solutions to some of these problems.1269

1270

A. Proposed New Rule 26(b)(5)(B)1271

1272

Set forth below is a draft amendment to Rule 26(b)(5) that was suggested during the1273

Subcommittee's March 31 conference call, and the Subcommittee accordingly did not have a1274

chance to review the exact language set forth below.1275

1276

1277

Rule 26.  Duty to Disclose;1278

General Provisions Governing Discovery1279

1280

* * *1281

1282

(b) Discovery Scope and Limits.1283

1284

* * *1285

1286

(5) Claiming Privilege or Protecting Trial-Preparation Materials.1287

1288

(A) Privileged materials withheld.  When a party withholds information1289

otherwise discoverable by claiming that the information is privileged or1290

subject to protection as trial-preparation material, the party must:1291

1292

(i)(A) expressly make the claim; and1293

1294

(ii)(B) describe the nature of the documents, communications, or things1295

not produced or disclosed -- and do so in a manner that, without1296

revealing information itself privileged or protected, will enable1297
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     20  An alternate formulation would be "within 30 [60] days of production."  That would have
the advantage of being specific.  But depending on the circumstances, that could be too little or
too much time.  If the information was produced very early in the case, and no use was made of
it, many months might be a reasonable period because there would be no prejudice to any party. 
On the other hand, if the information were produced shortly before trial, 30 days might be too
long.  Indeed, it might even have been used in connection with the trial before the claim of
privilege is made.

other parties to assess the applicability of the privilege or1298

protection.1299

1300

(B) Privileged materials produced.  When a party produces information1301

without intending to waive a claim of privilege it may, within a reasonable1302

time,20 notify any party that received information of its claim of privilege. 1303

After such notice, the requesting party must promptly return or destroy the1304

specified information and any copies to the producing party, which must1305

comply with Rule 26(b)(5)(A) with regard to the information and preserve1306

the information pending a ruling by the court.1307

1308

Committee Note1309

1310

The Committee has repeatedly been advised that privilege waiver, and the review1311

required to avoid it, add to the costs and delay of discovery.  Rule 26(f)(3) is amended to direct1312

the parties to discuss privilege waiver in their discovery plan, and Rule 16(b) is amended to alert1313

the court to consider a case-management order to provide for protection against waiver of1314

privilege.1315

1316

Rule 26(b)(5)(A) provides a procedure for parties that have withheld information under a1317

claim of privilege to make that claim so that it can be presented to the court if it is contested. 1318

Rule 26(b)(5)(B) is added to provide a procedure for parties that have inadvertently produced1319

privileged information to assert that privilege claim and permit the matter to be presented to the1320

court for its determination.1321

1322

Rule 26(b)(5)(B) does not address the question whether there has been a privilege waiver. 1323

Orders entered under Rule 16(b)(3)(B)(iv) may have provisions bearing on whether a waiver has1324

occurred.  In addition, the courts have developed principles for determining whether such a1325
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waiver has occurred due to inadvertent production of privileged information.  See 8 Fed. Prac. &1326

Pro. § 2016.2 at 239-46.  Rule 26(b)(5)(B) provides a procedure for addressing these issues.1327

1328

Under Rule 26(b)(5)(B), a party that has produced privileged information must notify the1329

parties who received the information of its claim of privilege within a reasonable time.  The rule1330

directs that this notice be given within a "reasonable time."  Many factors would bear on whether1331

the time was reasonable in a given case, including the date when the producing party learned of1332

the inadvertent production, the extent to which other parties had made use of the information in1333

connection with the litigation, the difficulty of discerning that the material was privileged, and1334

the magnitude of production.1335

1336

The rule does not prescribe a particular method of notice.  As with the question whether1337

notice has been given in a reasonable time, the manner of notice should also depend on the1338

circumstances of the case.  It may be that in many cases informal but very rapid means of1339

asserting the claim would be a reasonable means of initial notice, followed by more formal1340

notice.  Whatever the method, it would be desirable for the notice to be as specific as possible1341

about the information claimed to be privileged, and about the producing party's desire that the1342

information be promptly returned or destroyed.1343

1344

The party that received the information must promptly return or destroy it on receipt of1345

notice.  The option of destroying the information is included because some of the information1346

may have been incorporated in protected trial-preparation materials, and returning the1347

information could compromise that protection.1348

1349

Whether or not the information is returned, the producing party must assert its privilege in1350

compliance with Rule 26(b)(5)(A) preserve the information pending a ruling by the court on1351

whether the privilege is properly asserted.  As with claims of privilege made under Rule1352

26(b)(5)(A), there may be no ruling if the other parties do not contest the claim of privilege.1353
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     21  The idea was to add a new Rule 34(b)(E):  

(E) Inadvertent production of privileged material.  When a party inadvertently
produces documents that are privileged, that production does not waive any
applicable privilege or protection if waiver would be unfair in light of

(i) the volume of documents called for by the request given the
time available for review of the materials produced; and

(ii) the efforts the party made to avoid disclosure of the
privileged materials; and

(iii) whether the party identified the privileged materials within a
reasonable time after production and promptly sought return of the
materials; and

(iv) the extent of the disclosure; and

(v) the prejudice to any party that would result from finding --
or failing to find -- a waiver; and

(vi) any other matter that bears on the fairness of waiver.

     22  This was also put as a possible new Rule 34(b)(E):  

(E) Privileged material.  If a party produces documents without intending to
waive a claim of privilege, that production does not waive the privilege [under
these rules or the Rules of Evidence] if, within 10 days of discovering that
privileged documents have been produced, the producing party identifies the
documents that it asserts are privileged and the grounds for such assertion.  The
requesting party must promptly return the specified documents and any copies
(electronic or paper) to the producing party, who must preserve those documents
pending a ruling by the court.

B. Joint Consideration of Further Privilege Waiver Issues with the Advisory1354

Committee on Evidence Rules1355

1356

During the Fordham conference, the Committee had before it discussion drafts of rule1357

amendments that would have taken a more aggressive approach than the one proposed here.  One1358

sought to adopt the majority "common law" rule for inadvertent privilege waiver.21  Another built1359

on Texas R. Civ. Pro. 193(d) and provided for belated assertion of privilege with regard to1360

materials turned over without the intention to waive privilege.221361

1362
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At the Fordham conference, questions were raised about whether these topics could1363

suitably be included in the Civil Rules rather than the Evidence Rules.  In addition, questions1364

were raised about whether such rules would implicate 28 U.S.C. § 2074(b), which provides that1365

rules "creating abolishing, or modifying an evidentiary privilege" could not go into effect unless1366

approved by an Act of Congress.1367

1368

In consideration of these factors, the Subcommittee proposes that the Committee not1369

proceed at present with either of these possible changes.  Although there seemed to be substantial1370

arguments that Civil Rule provisions along the lines discussed in the drafts would be consistent1371

with the Committee's authority as a regulation of the discovery process, the Subcommittee1372

concluded that a better course may be suggesting to the Standing Committee that this Committee1373

undertake a joint examination with the Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules of whether1374

coordinated provisions along these lines might be appropriate.1375


